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Courtesy, Porsche Cars North America

Stuttgart. Starting at the end of November, Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG, Stuttgart, is 
offering a particularly exclusive and elegant version of the Panamera: the Platinum 
Edition. The elegant special edition Panamera, available as Panamera 4 and 
Panamera Diesel, stands out thanks to their subtle, independent design features in 
platinum silver metallic combined with expanded standard features and exclusive 
details. 

The lower half of the side view mirrors, the air-inlet grille lamellas, the air vent grille 
on the side designed specifically for the turbo model, the trim on the trunk lid and 
the rear diffuser are all in platinum silver metallic. The interplay with one of the 
Edition’s five exterior finish colours results in an especially harmonious and elegant 
appearance. Solid exterior colours are offered in black or white as well as the 
options of metallic basalt black, metallic carbon grey and metallic mahogany 
lacquer finishes. The black glossy finish used for the side window strips creates a 
convincing overall exterior appearance.

Delivering considerable benefits to the customer, many frequently requested 
extras are now coming as standard equipment with the Panamera Platinum 
Edition. These include the Bi-Xenon main headlights and front parking assist. The 
automatically dimming interior and exterior mirrors reduce glare from traffic behind 
you, and the 19-inch Panamera Turbo alloy wheels with the red, black and gold 
Porsche crest highlight the sporty elegance of the vehicle. 

The new black/luxor beige bi-colour combination also creates an especially 
sumptuous interior ambience. Exclusively for the Panamera Platinum Edition a 
part-leather interior package comes as standard, with a full leather package 
optionally available. Compared to the previous bi-colour detailing, the new bi-
colour combination patterns have been revised. Thus, along with the upper part of 
the dashboard and the door trim, the 
footwell and the back of the front seats 
as well as the loadspace cover are in 
black, while the remainder of the 
interior is in luxor beige. Other 
highlights include the standard sport 
design steering wheel and the 
distinctive Porsche crest on the front 
and rear headrests as well as the 
insignia “Platinum Edition” on the front 
door trim strips.

In addition, Power Steering Plus as well 
as front seat heating come as standard. 
The standard Porsche Communication 
Management (PCM) with navigation 
module keeps Platinum Edition drivers 
on track. With a high-resolution 7-inch 
TFT touchscreen and e leven 
loudspeakers with a combined output 
o f  2 3 5  w a t t s ,  t h e  P o r s c h e  
Communication Management with 
built-in navigation unit not only gives 
assistance with dynamic route 
guidance, but also ensures optimal 
audio sound in the vehicle. ■
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As my time as President of 
your Red River Region 
comes to an end I am so 
very proud of our club. 
When I joined the Region in 
2006 our club had no more 
than 40 members and our 
club meeting would only 
have a hand full of "faith 
fulls" attend, usually the 
members of the Board and 
maybe 2  o r  3  o ther  
members. Now, with over 
175 primary members (not 

including family or affiliates!) and many well 
attended and successful events I am excited to 
see where our club is going. The Region could not 
have become as successful as we have without 
the dedication of our volunteers. There have been 
many and in fear of forgetting someone, I will 
refrain from listing them here. These volunteers 
include the members of the Board, our Directors 
and Chairs as well as our members. I honestly 
believe that the Red River Region is on a strong 
path with many exciting things on the way! 

On December 22 we will be celebrating our 
Holiday Banquet at the Manitoba Club. Invitations 
will be mailed out during the first week of 
November. Please be sure to include payment with 
your RSVP card. Please note that due to the nature 
of the event, once the deadline is reached your 
tickets are non-refundable. Please arrive for 
cocktail hour where the chef has promised a great 
selection of Hor D'Oeurves! There will be a cash 
bar for those that choose to imbibe. A great 
opportunity to dress to impress! We are also 
looking for donations to use as door prize
gifts. If you, or your company would like to
m a k e  a  d o n a t i o n  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com . We hope to have 
some great items this year and I know my sister 
has promised some beautiful trinkets from her 
Tiffany & Co. store she manages in Las Vegas. 

So as I close my final President's Report I want to 
thank you all for your support over the last 2 years. 
I have made so many wonderful friends through 
this club simply by volunteering and "putting 
myself out there" meeting our members. Thank 
you.  ■

Briget Sawatsky 
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who have served, and  continue to serve 
our country  during times of war, conflict 
and peace.  November 11, 2012

One of the problems some of us small business 
owners face is having to spend quite a few 
additional hours playing "catch-up". Between 
work, "honey-do lists" and, of course football, 
there is not an awful lot of time to explore what this 
city has to offer. I was fortunate enough to receive 
complimentary tickets to the Aboriginal People's 
Choice Music Awards which were held on 
November 4th, as well as tickets to the Pow Wow 
and Trade Show held on Saturday and Sunday. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to attend the 
awards show. It so happened that we had to 
deliver a last minute sign to the customer who 

generously gave us the tickets, 
that we were able to spend time 
at the Manito Ahbee Pow Wow 
and Trade Show on Saturday 
morning. We perused the trade 
show booths and bought a few 
Chr is tmas g i f t s  fo r  our  
grandchildren. The Pow Wow 
was soon to start so we found 
our seats and waited with 
anticipation. We were not 

disappointed. They don't call it Pow "WOW!" for 
nothing! It began with the “Grand Entrance”. The 
arena was filled with First Nations people wearing 
brightly coloured regalia which varied greatly from 
one tribe to another. Members of the WPS, RCMP 
and Army Cadets marched out with the dancers. 
The dancers were from all over Canada and the 
US, and of all ages. The drums were beating 
loudly and the style of dancing also varied from 
tribe to tribe. It was not a show, but an experience. 
We were forced to leave about an hour after it 
started (Julie had to make sandwiches for a 
shower) but vowed to attend next year to watch 
the entire Pow Wow. Our daughter and her 
husband came over to help make the sandwiches 
and mentioned that they wanted to attend "Comic 
Con Winnipeg” which would be open to the public 
until 8:00 pm that evening. We drove to the 
Convention Centre to experience "Comic Con 
Winnipeg". There were displays of artwork, 
collectibles, props etc. but we found the lengths 
people will go to to dress up in costumes was the 
most interesting. We picked up pizza and 
watched a recorded Notre Dame football game 
(they won in the 3rd overtime and are now 9-0 - 
yeah!!!) It turned out to be a fun weekend. (See 
page 18 for photos of the Pow Wow and Comic 
Con.)

In closing, I'd like to thank Malcolm, Len, 
Brian, Yvonne and Mark for their contributions to 
this issue. The more articles and photos I receive 
from members, the more enjoyable our 
newsletter is to read. If you have an interesting 
experience you'd like to share with our members 
(it doesn't have to be car-related), please forward 
them to me for publication. Our next newsletter is 
scheduled for printing January 2, 2013. ■

Helmut, 

Sitting in a replica “Back to the Future” DeLorean



Your Detailing and
Paint Repair
Specialists

444 Brooklyn St., Winnipeg
autoextreme@live.ca 

Specializing In:
Interior and Trunk Shampoo - Engine Detail
Power Polish and Compound - Wet Sanding
Paint Touch-up - Protection Packages
Plastic Bumper Repair and Welding
Colour Blending - Tar Removal - Decal Removal
Fabric and Vinyl Dyeing - Parts Replacement
Paintless Dent Removal

204-885-5371 

Darren Neudorf
By Appointment
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Twenty-five years may or may not be a long time. It depends 
on your frame of reference. In the high tech world, twenty-five 
years is an eternity. On the other hand, twenty-five years is 
not a long time, if you are married to the right person. In my 
and my wife Gwen's case, we are lucky to have a wonderful 
marriage where time flies. So, seemingly without much 
warning our 25th anniversary loomed close, and we decided 
to plan a vacation worthy of celebrating 25 years of marriage. 
Now, most people in a long term relationship know that 
sometimes, despite happy daily co-existence, views of what 
makes a great vacation may vary. While we immediately 
agreed that a long desired trip to Italy would be just the right 
thing, it turned out our views of what should be visited and 
experienced in Italy varied slightly.

Going-to-Italy trip planning should be a no brainer. Gwen 
immediately threw Rome, the Cinque Terre, Venice, 

Florence, Naples, Tuscany cooking lessons, etc. on the table. 
Undoubtedly all great places, with perhaps a bit of a heavy 
emphasis on strolls through romantic piazzas, probable 
excessive shopping for olive oil and who knows what else, 
and floating down some canal with a gondolier sawing on a 

GP2 action

Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup action

Ferrari fans show their pride.
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violin. Mostly all girl things, although I do like olive oil. A 
successful union needs contribution from both parties involved, 
and I do like to throw out the occasional “thinking outside the 
box” suggestion, so I thought to myself: “how can I help make 
this a better trip for us both by getting to the Italian Grand Prix?” 
Now Gwen has a passing interest 
cars, but only because I live and 
breathe cars and she generously 
suppor ts  my in te res ts .  She 
encouraged the purchase of our 964, 
and she enjoys driving it. But I felt 
suggesting spending three days at 
the Italian GP could result in her not 
uncommon glance at me that 
accompanies her thinking: “that's a 
good idea dear, why don't you wash 
the car”. Amazingly the suggestion 
was  me t  w i t h  cons ide rab le  
enthusiasm – probably more for the 
prospect of her being able to shop in 
Milan and Lake Como for a couple of 
days without me cramping her style! So, amongst other plans, 
we were literally away to the races. To top up the excitement, we 
were to meet dear friends from Calgary for the race weekend. 
Guys immersed in cars (guy thing), girls immersed in shops (girl 
thing). Perfect.

The 2012 Italian Grand Prix at Monza spanned Friday, 
September 7th to Sunday, September 9th. The F1 cars 
practiced twice on the Friday, once on Saturday, followed by 

afternoon qualifying, with the 
race on Sunday afternoon. 
Supporting the F1 racing was GP2, 
GP3 and Porsche Cup racing. We 
purchased grandstand tickets 
located in the first chicane at the end 
of the start/finish straight.

On Friday my Calgary buddy Tim and 
I headed for Monza, while Gwen and 
Tim's wife Cheryl headed to Milan for 
a session of unsupervised shopping. 
On this day you could sit or stand 
anywhere around the racetrack so 
Tim and I walked around the entire 
race complex, which gave us a great 
chance to get different views of the 
cars as they rocketed around the 
track. We were able to get out to 
famous spots like the Parabolica and 

Lesmo corners, and the Ascari chicane. We also browsed 
through the many, many kiosks selling everything car related. 
Ferrari, McLaren, Red Bull, Lotus, Mercedes, Formula One, 
Pirelli, and Michael Schumacher all have their own brand 

shops. I had to hunt up and down all shops to find a cap for my 
favourite, the Sauber F1 team. Hat on head, we enjoyed 
mingling in the crowd, talking cars (Tim has a Nissan GTR) 
over paninis and beers at picnic tables set out in the forest 
surrounding the track.

Like so many big live events, you can see it better on TV. You 
are always separated from the track by a tall chainlink safety 
fence. The track is also ringed by thick mature forest. A really 
beautiful setting, but a bit of work with a chainsaw wouldn't hurt 

race viewing. Saturday and Sunday you 
were restricted to sitting at your numbered 
grandstand seat. Our seats were high 
enough to get a clear view over the fencing 
of the cars as they exited the second turn of 
the first chicane. Unfortunately, the forest is 
so close to the front straight that we could 
only see the cars as they got to about 150 
meter of the first corner. There is a massive 
photographers' stand in front of the 
grandstand, and lighting and speaker tower 
too. My camera kept focusing on the fence 
or a tower, often not on the car! Even with 
the visual disruptions, it was wonderful to 
be at the race.

The Italians are wildly passionate about 
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cars, particularly the Scuderia Ferrari. Fernando Alonso has 
been one of my favourite drivers for years so I was able to 
cheer along with the locals whenever his car screamed by. The 
grandstand crowd was predominantly dressed in red, 
reflecting their team preference.

The GP2 and GP3 races are for up and coming young drivers 
trying to win recognition and maybe a shot at an F1 ride. They 
drive identically prepared cars and the racing is exciting with 
young, aggressive drivers trying to stand out from the crowd. 
Lots of bumps and shunts as they tried to out-brake each other 
into the narrow chicane.

The Porsche Cup racing was also very close with evenly 
matched cars. The slowest class of racing during the weekend, 
nonetheless they provided great entertainment as 
the nudged into each other in the corners, and 
bounced over corner curbs.

Gwen and Cheryl joined Tim and I for the racing on 
Sunday. The race was spectacular. Lewis 
Hamilton won from pole, leading every lap. Sergio 
Perez, driving for my team Sauber, broke the 
Ferrari fans hearts by beating Fernando Alonso for 
second place. The fans still went wild for a waving 
third place Alonso as he circled the track. At the 
end of the day even Gwen and Cheryl admitted 
that it was a thrilling experience to attend the races 
(girls learning not all guy things are bad). Their only 
complaint was the noise, even with earplugs.

Monza was memorable for the enthusiasm and 
warmth of the fans, perfect sunshine weather, 
tasty paninis, beer, sense of history, and great car 
racing. But the greatest memory of the weekend is 
the sound of the F1 cars. Engines at 18,000 rpm do 
not rumble, thump, or burble. They shriek. Very, 
very loudly. Thankfully foam earplugs work very 
well or you would have permanent hearing 
damage after a day of the sound. But, wow, what a 
sound. Thinking about it makes the hair on my 
neck stand-up. When the cars come out of the 
forest into the Ascari chicanes and the drivers 
rapidly downshift it sounds like a series of rapid 
shotgun blasts. Accelerating out of a slow turn 
away from you the cars howl through the gears and 
are gone in a flash. I'd go back in a minute just to 
hear that sound again. It's a guy thing. ■

Check out this video of a thief in action and why they are 
targeting Porsches: 
http://ca.autoblog.com/2012/11/02/thieves-stealing-porsche-
headlamps-for-marijuana-grow-lights/#continued
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We first visited Stuttgart. Stuttgart is a surprising blend of old and 
newer architecture, much of it still surviving from the major growth of 
the late1920's and 1930's, in spite of the serious aerial bombing of 
WW II. However, I was not prepared for how hilly the city is, rather 
expecting it to be flat. If you wish to shop, the Konigstrasse – a street 
made into an outdoor pedestrian mall – is replete with shops and 
department stores of all sorts and price ranges. An interesting place 
to eat is the Zum Paulaner restaurant und biergarten. The 
Maultaschen mit Champignons und Kartoffelsalat (Schwabian 
ravioli with button mushrooms and potato salad) is a very tasty menu 
item. Paulaner brews a lovely Oktoberfest beer, as well as several 
varieties of Pils and Weissbier.

The Mercedes and Porsche museums have been detailed in an 
earlier newsletter article by another club member, so I will not go into 
detail. Nevertheless, I will offer a few comments. In my estimation, 
the Mercedes Museum is the best of the 3 museums we toured, 
(Mercedes, Porsche and BMW) as far as its collection, its galleries 
and its lay-out are concerned. In part, this is due to Mercedes' having 
such an extensive automotive history in transportation upon which 
to draw. After all, Daimler, Maybach, Mercedes and Benz are names 
writ large in the story of the creation and development of gasoline- 
and diesel-powered transportation. But, the museum also works 
better due to a superior building design, a lay-out which more easily 

Munich, city of 1.6 million Germans, and for two weeks each year 
(mostly in September, interestingly), also home to over 4 million 
visitors who, along will the locals, are very intent on celebrating 
Oktoberfest – a time of dirndl dresses, lederhosen, Tyrol hats, wursts 
of all sizes and kinds, pretzels, and, of course, epic beer 
consumption.

September 2012 found me (and two travel companions) in Germany. 
The main focus of the trip was visits to the auto cities of Stuttgart and 
Munich, sites of the Mercedes and Porsche (Stuttgart) and BMW 
(Munich) museums and plants. Of course, there was more than a 
little general “touristing” along the way, as our itinerary took us from 
Munich to Stuttgart to Lindau (on Lake Konstanz, aka the Bodensee) 
to Fuessen (in the Schwangau and close by Schloss 
Neuschwanstein) to Dachau and back to Munich.

Our mode of transportation was a 2012 VW Passat combi, or as we 
would call it, station wagon, with turbo diesel motor and 6-speed 
manual transmission. And a fine people-mover it was - roomy, 
comfortable, well-built and more than able to acquit itself on the 
autobahnen of southern Germany, where it could cruise effortlessly 
at +150 kmh and still return excellent fuel economy. One additional 
and appreciated feature was a very good, factory- equipped 
navigation (GPS) system. Simply one of the best I've experienced.
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allows crowds of visitors to see and to circulate through and among 
the displays. (The Porsche museum is okay, vis-à-vis people 
movement, but the BMW museum presents bottle-neck after dead-
end in its display plan. Plus, the BMW museum uses silver writing on 
a white background for its information, which is very difficult to read at 
any distance.) I was shocked to see that the almost brand-new 
Porsche museum is suffering from structural problems – the 
cantilever design must not be able to support the weight of building 
and contents without some strain, as the floor is heaving in many 
places and expensive tiles are broken or missing and covered up 
with duct tape-like material.

Mercedes visits can include the museum itself and the 4-cylinder 
diesel / gasoline engines plant, both adjacent to corporate 
headquarters. As well, tours are available for the automobile 
assembly plant in the suburb of Sindelfingen (a roughly 25 – 30 
minute drive from centre Stuttgart). Larger engine manufacture, such 
as V-8 / V-12, takes place in the vicinity of Berlin, apparently. Not 
surprisingly, the AMG locale is there, too. Visiting the Mercedes 
museum and / or plants in and around Stuttgart can be arranged fairly 
easily and even on-line without much planning ahead – the company 
seems only too pleased to welcome visitors. Unlike Porsche, 
unhappily, where access is more difficult, for whatever reason. My 
attempts to arrange for a plant tour 3 months in advance of our trip 
were rebuffed, with an officious e-mail to the effect that Porsche 
receives only a limited number of visitors per year. The e-mail went 
on to say that I should try again later in 2012, suggesting a month or 
so after our time in Germany was over (even tho' at the time of my 
tour request, I identified myself as a visitor from abroad and specified 
our trip dates). Now where's the logic in that?

Like Daimler-Mercedes, the BMW facilities in Munich are welcoming 
of visitors. BMW has an interesting facility across the boulevard from 
its museum, called BMW Welt (BMW World). This large facility is a 
comprehensive showroom for the range of new BMW and Rolls-
Royce automobiles, plus Husqvarna motorcycles. It also houses the 
new car factory delivery area, where customers can collect and drive 
away in their vehicles, while the public watches with appreciation. 
(And to my ears, the award for the best engine sound-track belonged 
to the V-8 of an M 3 GTS being moved from the assembly area on to 
the delivery stage. Sweet! Porsche flat 6's, Ferrari V-12's, etc., just 
weren't its equal, aurally at least. “All hail the V-8!”)

BMW World also houses a light lunch restaurant, and while eating, 
we were treated to a 20-minute display of riding skill by one of the 
factory team riders on a Husqvarna off-road motorcycle. This is one 
large building over multiple levels, so stair climbing, jumps and 
wheelies, etc., were all possible indoors!

Just as Daimler-Mercedes is Stuttgart's largest employer, so BMW is 
Munich's largest employer. And BMW is coming off another good 

year, world economic recession or not. The company's most 
successful line is the 3-series, not surprisingly – 700 finished cars 
within the 3-series range are turned out each production day.

Unlike Stuttgart, Munich's topography is flat, except for a few hills out 
by the Olympic Stadium, constructed of building rubble created by 
bombardment from the air. Munich is roughly 3x the size of Stuttgart. 
Both cities are very cosmopolitan. Hotel accommodation is 
expensive to very expensive. We stayed at Munich's Best Western 
Aparthotel on Dachauer Strasse, which is but a 9 euro taxi ride to / 
from city centre and an easy walk to a tram stop. Very good 
restaurants in the close neighbourhood include Poseidon (seafood 
and Greek specialities) and Weinerwald (Vienna Forest, with an 
eclectic menu and great schnitzel).

And so, were there some favourite cars among the museum eye-
candy? You bet! My personal list includes a red 1936 Mercedes 
500K Special roadster, the 1955 / 56 Mercedes  300SLR Uhlenhaut 
coupe, the original Porsche Boxster concept show car, a Porsche 
935 “baby”racer, a gorgeous soft white over dove grey 1932 Austro 
Daimler Bergmeister Sport Cabriolet, a stunning blue and yellow 
1934 BMW 315 /1 roadster, and a 2009 BMW M3 DTM race car . 
Some vehicles in the three museums are works of beauty and grace; 
some, works of raw energy. But every car (and truck, airplane, 
motorcycle and engine) on display was well worth seeing and cause 
for admiration in its own right.

Here's hoisting a glass of Hefe-Weissbier and a “prost!” to the 
German car! ■
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Have you ever wondered what types of Porsches are 
owned by the members of the Red River Region of the 
Porsche Club of America? And how the distribution has 
changed over the past two and a half years? Well, here is 
a snapshot as of September 2012, along with of a 
comparison with the last survey conducted in February 
2010. For reference, the membership count in February 
2010 was 105, and had grown 60% to 169, by the date of 
the second survey.

For clarity, the term 911 in the chart refers to the older, air 
cooled 911's, and whereas the more recent, liquid cooled 
engine 911 cars are referred to as Carreras. You will 

notice that the growth has come in the more modern 
vehicles, as well as the classic 911's.

If you feel this does not represent the club fairly, this 
analysis only includes the single Porsche that shows up 
for each member on the PCA records. Several of our 
members have more than one Porsche but the “extras” 
are not included here.  As well, the different variants of a 
particular model (Turbo, S, Cabriolet, etc.), are all 
included in the basic group.

Interesting eh? ■

Malcolm Hinds,
Membership Chair

Recycle your unwanted Porsche magazines, 
books, manuals, CDs & DVDs by donating them

 to the Red River Region Library. Contact
Lloyd Richardson at LRichardson@towereng.ca
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The Porsche Whisper is a column dedicated to the repair, 
maintenance and resolving technical issues of your Porsche.

Articles can be submitted to the Newsletter Editor at 
newsletter@redriverpca.org. Articles may be edited for space.

Due date: December 24th. 
Th

e
PORSCHE

WHISPERER
PORSCHE

WHISPERER
PORSCHE

WHISPERER

We are blessed here in Florida that we don’t have to store our cars for 
winter and we get to drive them all year.

But, for many of our members, Florida is their second home. That 
means that they probably have to store their Porsche for an extended 
period of time either here or at their primary place of residency.

So, here is the procedure for storing:

1 Find a suitable storage facility. A garage is fine but you 
need to make sure that it will be dry, free from pests (mice) 
and preferably humidity-controlled, clean and secure.

2 Thoroughly wash the exterior and finish with a nice coat of 
wax. Do this the day before storage so that the car has a 
chance to dry completely.

3 Clean the interior by vacuuming carpets and seats and 
clean & treat the leather. Clean all glass inside and out.

4 Really clean the wheels. Brake dust is 
corrosive. The best way is to remove each one 
and clean the inside as well. Use a product such 
as P21-S. Waxing the wheels afterwards is a 
great idea.

5 Condition all the rubber including 
tires and all rubber gaskets. Use a good 
conditioner such as Gummi Phledge.
Stay away from silicone-based “protectants”.

6 Flush the brake/clutch fluid. This fluid is very hygroscopic, 
meaning that it absorbs water and must be replaced every 2 
years or sooner.

7 Change the Oil and Oil Filter. Old oil can have corrosive 
characteristics (acid). Top off all other fluids as well 
(coolant/antifreeze, windshield washer, power steering fluid, 
etc.).

8 Fill the tank half way with gasoline. Add a good 
fuel stabilizer, such as StaBil and finish filling 
completely. By driving the car from the gas station 
to your storage facility the new stabilized gas will 
run through the system especially the injectors.

9 Fully extract and lubricate the radio antenna mast (if 
present) then retract.

10 Close all openings such windows, doors and A/C vents. 
You may want to put some cedar chips or moth balls in the 
cabin and around the outside to repel mice and other 
vermin. If storing in non-humidity controlled conditions, 
place a couple of desiccant bags in the cabin. Put plastic 
bags secured with rubber bands over the exhaust tips when 
they have cooled off.

11 Over inflate the tires to 45-50 psi and leave the car on the 
ground. Don’t raise the car off the ground on stands. The 
suspension components are meant to bear the weight of the 
car, not hang from it.

by Pedro P. Bonilla, PCA Gold Coast Region

12 Leave the car in gear (or in Park for an automatic). Do not 
set the parking brake.

13 For convertible tops leave them relaxed, by opening the 
main latch. This won’t keep the fabric stretched over an 
extended time. Same for Targa tops.

14 Prop up the windshield wipers off the glass with a small 
block of wood or similar.

15 Make sure you have any radio or alarm codes noted, then 
disconnect and remove the battery. On newer Porsches 
that have electrically operated trunks, make sure that the 
trunk cannot be closed completely by using a block of wood 
or similar to keep it propped open.

16 The removed battery should be 
connected with a smart charger 
such as the TechnoCharger from 
CTEK. Also top off battery fluid 
with distilled water. It should be 
kept in a cool, dry place and not 
on a cement floor.

17 Cover the vehicle with a good 
quality car cover.

18 Give her a goodbye kiss.
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Can you recognize this person?

What’s better than watching your own club members racing! 
Watch Briget (in photo above) and Mark Sawatsky race their 
“Pink Panther” at the Lincoln Tour (”Springnationals”) in 
Nebraska this past summer.

Click on links below!!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hW-7a3-PrY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITkO9PDfVJI

I’m of the school that thinks that not starting the car during storage is 
best. 

I say this because most engine wear happens during the first few 
seconds after startup, while the oil builds up pressure and starts 
lubricating the engine internals.

When you’re ready to take her out again, there’s very little that needs 
to be done, because most was done before:

1 Remove the cover

2 Remove the plastic bags over the exhaust tips

3 Remove desiccant bags and vermin repellant from cabin

4 Remove windshield wiper props

5 Secure the convertible or Targa top

6 Replace and connect the battery

7 Drop tire pressures to recommended psi

8 Start the engine and let it warm up a bit

9 Go for a drive!

If you’re really concerned about that initial startup wear, the following 
is the procedure that the Porsche Museum uses for their cars on 
display:

1 Remove the spark plugs

2 Spray WD-40 into each cylinder through the spark plug hole

3 Spray WD-40 into the air intakes

4 Turn over the engine by hand a couple of turns with a wrench 
on the main pulley

5 Every 3 months repeat above (leave spark plugs out of the 
engine)

6 Every 3 months move the car a bit to change the position of the 
wheel bearings

7 On a manual gearbox, shift into gear when doing above (No. 6) 
to move the transmission internals

8 Drive the car every 6 months  ■

Happy Porsche’ing,

© 2010 Technolab/PedrosGarage.com
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and debated the temperature (91°F).  Then we were off again, 
stopping in Famous Wall for lunch, and Wall Drug, an icon of the I-90 
attractions . We were met in Wall by Louis Whitehead, a member of 
the Dakotas club who had come from Brookings, north of Sioux Falls 
and with whom I had been texting back and forth on the road from 
Sioux Falls.

 We finally made it to Keystone, checked in, tidied up, and then met 
all the other participants of the trip.  Tim Powell was the host, and this 
was the 10th year of Run for the Hills. He did an amazing job of 
organizing, from securing a social area with snacks that was always 
available, to the incredible drives that we navigated for each of the 
two days we spent in the Black Hills and Custer State Park. 

On Friday morning, after a 9am meeting, we went north, traveling 
with the slower group (There was also a fast group) which really 
wasn't all that slow! The roads were something Lloyd and I had never 
experienced - up, down, around, and through.  We took a number of 
smaller highways through the Black Hills, making stops in Lead, 
Spearfish Falls, where we had lunch, the Spearfish Canyon Scenic 
Byway, and Sturgis, famous for its annual motorcycle rides and 
museum. We continued driving past Deadwood, and entered the 
Vanocker Canyon. 

It all started sometime in January, when I began looking into 
participating in Run for the Hills. We had gone to Fargo for a number 
of years, to the Valley Imports Show and Shine, which was held in 
May and usually landed on our Canadian long weekend holiday. But 
for the last 2 years it hadn`t happened and the bunch in Fargo 
participated in the Volkswagen Show and Shine instead. I got to 
wondering if any other regions near us had anything going on so I 
went on to the PCA website and found the Dakotas region`s Run for 
the Hills which went to the Badlands and the Black Hills. Lloyd had 
always wanted to go to the Badlands and I had already been looking 
into a short holiday there so it made sense to us to look further into the 
trip. The timing was good, the length was doable, and, after emailing 
Rick Wheelberg who put me in touch with Tim Powell, Lloyd and I 
discussed it, thought it was a great idea, and I booked the room, to 
hold it while we made a final decision. At our monthly March meeting, 
under new business, I told the members we were thinking of going on 
the trip and if anyone was remotely interested, to reserve a room at 
the K Bar S. I then made an ad to put in our newsletter, essentially a 
copy of the page off of the Dakotas region`s website, with my own 
information thrown in. I mentioned it at each monthly meeting from 
then on, and at the end of July, I heard from another couple that they 
were going to come as well. Then, at the August meeting, I heard 
from another member that he and his wife were coming. That was 3 
cars! I was pretty happy that others were going to join us on this 
adventure. 

 Well, things worked out and we met one couple (the other couple met 
us in Sioux Falls) the morning of August 22, signed the PCA waiver to 
cover us from home to Keystone and back, and off we went. That 
evening in Sioux Falls, we got an incredibly warm reception, which 
John Forrette thoughtfully arranged for us, and we met some of the 
Dakota members.  Lee Lunde, the region`s president, and his wife 
Kathy were there, along with Rick Wheelberg, a few others, the other 
Winnipeg couple, and a couple from Wisconsin, who had also 
received the emails from John. We also heard that another couple 
were on their way from Winnipeg and would also be joining us! That 
made 4 Canuck cars! I was overjoyed.

The next morning the Canadians, and the Wisconsin couple, left 
Sioux Falls and continued on to Keystone. We detoured into the 
Badlands National Park, stopping a couple of times to take in the 
scenery which most of us had never seen before. We oohed and 
aahed at the incredible formations all around us, took lots of pictures 

by Yvonne Friesen
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And that's where our little 944 began having problems. It started 
overheating on a big uphill climb and we had to stop. After letting it 
cool off a little we started out again, but again it overheated and we 
had to stop. One person driving a boxster was behind us and he and 
Lloyd went to get some water from a nearby firestation to refill the 
radiator. We finally limped into Rapid City, the stop designated for 
dinner. There Tim Powell came to our rescue, taking Lloyd to buy a 
new thermostat and some tools. We then followed Tim and Lynn to 
their house in Rapid City where they plied us with Black Russians 
and pizza. Lloyd and Tim tried to work on the car but it was too hot and 
it had to be left for the next morning. In the meantime we were given 
Lynn's Hyundai SUV to drive back to Keystone. We were faced with 
the dilemma – do we stay behind on the next day's drive and fix the 
car or do we take the Hyundai? In the end it was decided to stay 
behind and fix the car and possibly meet up with the group. Lloyd 
ended  up doing this; however, it was not to be for me! Thanks to 
Anna's planning and persuasion, I went on the drive with Louis 
Whitehead who was glad of the company. He had a beautiful 2006 
Carrera S and, believe me, I love our 944 but that car was something 
else! Gorgeous. This day, after the 9am meeting, we went south, on 
the Needles Hwy. Louis, who is experienced with racing, was second 
in line in the fast group and we took the curves at a non-leisurely 
pace! It was exhilarating! We drove through a few tunnels that were 
only wide enough for one car and wound our way through the 
imposing spires of rock, a spectacular result of continuous erosion 
over millions of years. We came out on the other end of the Needles 
Hwy and continued on to Crazy Horse Memorial, another impressive 
site. It was there that Rick, our leader, told me Lloyd had the car fixed 
and was meeting us in Custer City, another half hour down the road. 
We continued on to Custer City where we stopped for a 
break. I thanked Louis for allowing me to ride with him, and 
bought his coffee and snack in gratitude. 

Lloyd arrived with the story that Tom, a friend of Tim's, whom 
Tim had called on Friday night, had come early on Saturday 
morning and put the thermostat in the car. When Lloyd 
arrived, it was done but the radiator still wouldn't hold the 
water. After looking under the car again, Tom noticed a hose 
that didn't go anywhere and he realized that it had come off 
the cooling system and was causing some of the havoc. 
Well, that was quickly fixed and with the cooling system 
working great and a new thermostat to boot, he was back in 
business and met up with us in half an hour.  And I was back 
in our 944 and happy that we were both there to enjoy the 
rest of the drive. 

It took us into Custer State Park where we made our way 
through herds of bison and one or two wild donkeys, who 
really weren't so wild that two of them stuck their noses in 
my window at the same time, begging for food! We 
continued through the park and eventually ended up at 
Mount Rushmore, the crowning finish to our drive.  We all 
took pictures of our cars that were lined up on the top floor of 
the parking lot (reserved just for us) and then went to the 
viewing area which was crowded with people. It was 
breathtaking; a symbol of American pride, hard work and 
dedication.

We drove back to Keystone where we had snacks and 
drinks, and a windup celebration. Prizes were given out and 
everyone came away with something in addition to their 
happy memories.

The next morning we sadly said our thanks and goodbyes 
and parted ways. 

Our special thanks go to Tim Powell and his wife whose help 
and hospitality would be difficult to be beat. With their 
assistance and Tim's buddy, Lloyd was able to get the car 
running, and back on the drive that we had come a long way 
to participate in. We had such a wonderful time and we are 
likely not the only ones from the Red River Region who will 
be considering a return trip next year! ■
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Member’s Spotlight is a new newsletter column submitted by a 
Red River Region member featuring their Porsche.

If you wish to have your car featured, please submit article and 
pictures to the newsletter Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org. 

Articles may be edited for space.
Due date: December 24th.

Spot ig tL H

As a kid, every time I saw a “PORSCHE!!!” I never thought 
I’d actually own one. My first trip to Germany in 2008 
ended with a visit to Berlin. A friend and I found a 2008 
Porsche Carrera cabrio sitting in front of a rental shop. 
We didn’t even have a discussion. I simply walked in and 
asked if it was available.

Before we knew it, we were heading out of Berlin direction 
Hamburg. The speed limit went from 60 to 80 to 100 to 
120 and then finally the blessed three stripes through the 
120 limit. For those of you that don’t know, this means 
PUNCH IT!! A quick down shift from 5th to 3rd and we 
rocketed up to 200kph in no time. On this night I would hit 
227kph legally which still stands as my legal personal 
best. What a dream come true, to drive a 911 on the 
Autobahn as fast as I possibly could.

Apparently, Porsche had really gotten in my blood. Not 
even a year after my first experience driving a Porsche, I 
was online shopping for one of my own.  I didn’t find 
anything that was quite right in Winnipeg, so I broadened 
my search.  I decided on a black Boxster and I was 
determined to get it.

Finally, I responded to an online ad for a private sale in Calgary.  I flew 
out on a one-way ticket and was picked up at the airport in what was 
going to be my new car. It had already been to a European car 
specialist, so now it was just a matter of my final inspection. The entire 
process was class. I was invited for dinner, at which point the deal was a 
foregone conclusion. The car was immaculate just as promised. 
Driving it back to Winnipeg counts as one of my best memories, a 
childhood dream fulfilled, looking around the car and seeing the shield 
and PORSCHE written everywhere.
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The next summer I thought was going to be my first full summer with 
my Boxster. This wasn’t to be the case. As I was on my way home a 
pickup truck ran a stop sign, appearing from behind cars that were 
stopped in traffic. Being not at fault was no consolation as I was 
without my Porsche for nine agonizing weeks. During this time I 
walked from River Heights across the river to our monthly A&W 
Portage Avenue meetings. And each week someone would volunteer 
to take me out on the cruise. The club has been a great addition to my 
schedule and is in itself worth it to have my Porsche.

This past summer I made another trip to Europe. Must say there’s 
nothing like driving 230kph on the way to Stuttgart from the Black 
Forest. The goal was the Porsche and Mercedes museums. 
Naturally the Porsche museum was on top of the list. The entire time 
we were there I had Gänsehaut (goose bumps). I just had to share a 
few pictures from my trip with the group, so I took at least 200 pictures 
for our editors to choose from.

It’s been 3 years and I still haven’t lost the thrill today of being a 
Porsche owner. Every time I turn the ignition, I realize how lucky I am. 
I hope this feeling is one that every Porsche owner can always 
identify with. ■



The SCCA puts on a big event every spring in Lincoln, Nebraska and 
they call it the Lincoln Tour but everybody else calls it Springnationals 
because it's a warm up for Nationals.  We have towed a car to Lincoln 
before using our Chevy Suburban and in the past it hasn't been a 
problem at all. But this time we had an enclosed trailer and the extra 
wind resistance really put a strain on the Suburban.  When we left 
Winnipeg, we were able to do 90 km/h but as we traveled south and 
the air got warmer, we had to go slower and slower. By the time we 
got to Nebraska, we were down to 70 km/h with the gas pedal to the 
floor, windows open and heater cranked to keep the engine 
temperature down.

When we got there, we signed up for ProSolo practice because we 
had never done it before. ProSolo is like autocross except there are 
two courses and two cars line up at the same time and do a drag start, 
just like drag racing, using a “Christmas Tree”. When the lights flash 
green, you race against another car running another course that is a 
mirror of your course. It's even more fun than autocross, if that's 
possible, but far more intense. We practiced our launches when the 
light came on and Briget showed a real talent for it, getting reaction 
times of .501-.580 seconds consistently (.500 is perfect, .499 
seconds results in a disqualification).  On one of my practice 
launches, I snapped a major component on the rear suspension and 
there would be no racing unless it was fixed.

I needed a welder so Briget and I fanned out and asked other racers if 
anybody had a welder, nobody had one. Then I started calling local 
welding shops looking for a mobile welding truck but there seemed to 
be none of those in the Lincoln area, either. The clock was ticking and 

I needed this thing fixed or our trip to Lincoln was all a waste. I landed 
up buying a MIG welder from Tractor Supply and was able to weld up 
the broken suspension in time for some evening practice. Word got 
out that I had a welder and before the event was over, four other cars 
were running because of my welder.

The next day was racing and Briget's group was up first. I told her to 
launch hard and not worry about breaking the car, and she launched 
hard, taking only 1.7 seconds to cover the first 60 feet. She came 
back from her runs reporting that the car would understeer and I 
could see smoke coming off the front tires in some turns. I tried a 
bunch of things but each time I reduced understeer, I would increase 
wheelspin from the inside rear tire. These problems made it difficult 
to get good lap times through the course and as a result, neither of us 
did very well. And to make matters worse, the officials came over and 
told us that we were exceeding the allowable sound limit. We had to 
reduce the noise or lose our results.

We drove to Speedway Motors and purchased two bullet style 
mufflers and I welded them in line with the mufflers already on the 
car, this significantly reduced the sound and we had no further 
issues. The extra mufflers also added 15 lbs to our already 
overweight car. Once the ProSolo was over, we prepared for the 
Solo event and I tried some different things on the car to cure the 
problems. Here is a video of one of my ProSolo sessions 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITkO9PDfVJI and one of Briget 
launching http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dusdzw9-TmI

For the Solo event we struggled with the same issues, understeer 
and wheelspin.  A couple of people came over to me just before my 
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last 3 runs and suggested that I needed to increase the negative 
camber on the front tires. I had about 15 minutes to perform this task 
so I ran to the trailer, got the tools I needed and hastily added spacers 
in order to increase camber. Well, it worked, the car would actually 
turn properly and I was much more competitive than I had been. It 

was too little, too late because times are cumulative and I had dug 
myself into a deep hole the previous day.  Here is a compilation 
video with mult iple camera angles, i t 's pretty cool 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hW-7a3-PrY   We came home 
and I immediately set out to make the car better. ■

Special thanks to RRR PCA & Manitoba Club member Dr. "Paz" Fernando who facilitated 
our banquet arrangements for what is sure to be an excellent culinary experience in the 

beautiful dining room of Manitoba's most prestigious club.

A formal invitation has been mailed to all members. Please respond as soon as possible 
as seating is limited to 100.

17
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Some of the many costumed 
attendees of this year’s event.

Terry and Oliver Holler built this DeLorean Time 
Machine to raise awareness and funding for 
Parkinson's Research. They collected a $20 donation  
to have your photo taken inside the car. 100% of the 
donations collected will benefit the Michael J. Fox 
Foundation for Parkinson’s Research, through Team 
Fox. https://www.facebook.com/ToTheFuture.org

Actual props used in the 
TV show “Todd & the 
Book of Pure Evil”. This 
show, incidently, was 
filmed and produced in 
Winnipeg.



Porsche 964 Carrera 4 (in Original 
Unopened Box) The PORSCHE 
964 Cabriolet in rare yellow over 
white. Hood, doors and trunk all 
open. Original "Porsche 911" hold-
down straps keep the doors, hood 
and trunk from being opened. It 
even has an engine specification 
chart attached to the display stand. 
Something rarely seen even on 
older 1:18 models. NOTE: This is a 
nice BRAND NEW model in original display box. $149
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To place an ad, contact newsletter@redriverpca.org 

AUTOS FOR SALE
1979 Porsche 924.
I have owned it for 10 
years. It has just rolled 
over 100,000 miles. I 
have done some motor 
and body work. 5 
speed manual trans, 
removable roof panel, 
good tires, reasonable 
condition.

Contact: Andy Aitken, 
807-937-6894 (H) or 
807-221-9199 (C) 
abaitken@gmail.com 

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

PORSCHE Carrera (Euro Spec Model: 
16" X 20") Never before seen rare BRAND 
NEW Verkerke Penant-Poster by: 
Fotostudio Zumbrunn—Ede, Holland 
(Printed in the Netherlands) A rare piece 
from Northern Europe showing this popular 
Porsche from three distinct angles. Framed 
i n  g l a s s .  $ 9 9 .  C o n t a c t  K e v i n :  
porscheclub@mac.com or call 254-5178

PORSCHE 959 Gruppe B (Euro 
Spec Prototype: 2 feet x 3 feet) A 
rare piece of Porsche 959 
paraphernalia. Shown in three 
distinct angles. Framed in glass. 
$ 9 9 .  C o n t a c t  K e v i n :  
porscheclub@mac.com or call 
254-5178

PORSCHE 1982 Models (Full 
Color Catalog—24 page) A rare 
piece of Porsche paraphernalia. 
If you own a 1982 Porsche 
model or love the early 1980's 
Porsches, this is for you. This 
"printed in West Germany" 
original provides detailed 
information on each individual 
P o r s c h e  m o d e l  w i t h  
professional photographs 
showing various angles and 

features. This goes back to a time when Germany was divided. 
PORSCHE 911SC, Targa, Cabriolet, 944, 928S. $79

ULTIMATE AUTOMOBILES

(Publ ished by Motorbooks 
International—Hardcover) This 
beautiful illustrated hardcover 
collectible consists of 190 full 
color illustration pages all in a 
hardcover format. From the 60's 
and 70's, here are fourteen of the 
most finely bred automobiles ever 
assembled in one publication 
such as the 1974 Porsche 911 
Turbo and the 1977 Porsche 928. 
This publication has long been out 
of print as it was published 
decades ago. $99. Call Kevin at 254-5178 or email 
porscheclub@mac.com and request the myriad of photos showing 
some of the illustrations this publication offers.

Car Cover: Silver car cover with 
drawstring duffle bag. Cover has logo on 
hood area. No tears. Waterproof. Fits 
‘82 911 with whale tail. Asking $150.00 - 
Call Karl - 889-7302

Car Bra: Fits ‘82 911. Good condition. 
Asking $100.00 - Call Karl - 889-7302

Sony 10 Disc Mobile 
CD Changer model 
CDX A15  Complete, 
with all wiring.  Call 
Karl at: 204-889-7302

PORSCHE Wind Jacket, 
purchased new in 1995. 

Never worn - Large  

PORSCHE 
Jacket  
Bomber style. 
Leather 
sleeves. Like 
new.    

Corvette 50th 
Anniversary 

Jacket
All leather. Never 

worn. Medium

Nascar all leather 
jacket #24 Jeff 
Gordon, Dupont, 
Hendrick 
Motorsports. 
Embroidered 
logos. Never 
worn. Medium 

Checkered Flag 
Corvette all leather 
jacket. Never worn. 
Medium. 

If you are interested in 
purchasing any of the 
jackets listed here, please 
contact Karl  for prices at 
889-7302



If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Ray L’Arrivee, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

For questions about any event in this calendar, please email events@redriverpca.org

As you plan a vacation or a business trip, look for a local PCA event there before you leave.
IT IS ALL THE SAME CLUB; FEEL FREE TO SAY HI & JOIN IN

SEE THE PCA WEBS ANY
CONTACT INFORMATION ON ANY OUT OF  TOWN PCA EVENT www.pca.org

ITE FOR   EVENTS FURTHER AFIELD

(Pony Corral Pier 7 - 1700 Pembina Hwy)
7:00 p.m. Wed., Dec. 5th, 2012  &  7:00 p.m. Wed., Jan. 2nd 2013

Upcoming events will also be 
posted on our region website - 
redriverpca.org

Librarian
Lloyd Richardson

LRichardson@towereng.ca

Kim Fritze
612-275-4891
Zone10rep@gmail.com

Membership
Malcolm Hinds
(204) 488-9622
membership@redriverpca.org
MEMBERSHIP ISSUES

Vice-President
Waiyen Chu

waiyen.chu@gmail.com

Secretary
Geoff Reimche
(204) 227-5442

944guy@gmail.com

Past President
Tobias Theobald
1985944@mts.net

Treasurer
Darren Rebillard
drebilla@mymts.net

Webmaster
Mike Shaver
webmaster@redriverpca.org
WEBSITE ISSUES

President
Briget Sawatsky
brigetsawatsky@gmail.com
MEETINGS AND
ORGANIZATION OF THE CLUB

Moving Car
Mark Sawatsky

marksawatsky@gmail.com

Please feel free to join us earlier for refreshments before the meeting begins.

Club meetings:

Holiday Dinner
Manitoba Club

194 Broadway, Winnipeg Manitoba

Saturday, December 22nd, 2012

see page 8 


